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Opportunity  

The VP will operate as a member of the senior leadership team and provide strategic and pragmatic leadership while 
representing the mission of CRCH. In concert with other senior leaders, the VP will ensure the operational goals of 
CRCH are in alignment with both financial and clinical outcomes.  

Initially, hired at the VP level, this is an opportunity for promotion into a Chief Operating Officer (COO) role within 12-18 
months, assuming agreed benchmarks are met, and personal / organizational goals are realized.  

The VP will assume responsibility for operations and operate as a constructive partner to other C-suite level leaders, 
s/he will bring a collaborative and values driven mindset to this critical position. Most important, is the selected 
candidate’s ability to be a self-starter, creative problem solver, produce positive outcomes within budgetary confines, 
and work independently, but also understand how a team-based approach is most beneficial to patients, clinical care 
and quality and safety outcomes.  

 

The Organization 

Charles River Community Health (CRCH) is seeking a Vice President of Operations (VP). Reporting to the Chief 
Executive Officer, the VP will be wholly responsible for all operational initiatives across both clinical sites and 2 
smaller school-based sites once they re-open after the pandemic.  

CRHC is a comprehensive community health center with annual revenues in excess of $18M. With practice sites 
in Boston (Brighton) and Waltham, MA, CRCH provides integrated services to approximately 15,000 patients 
annually and currently has 200 employees.  

The VP’s scope of services includes operations management, with oversight of the front desk for all clinical 
departments, call center, managed care, health benefits, community health, compliance and risk management, 
emergency management, as well as management of our off-hours switchboard vendor, oversight of provider 
scheduling, and oversight of clinical equipment maintenance. The VP’s scope also includes oversight of all COVID 
vaccine clinic operations. The VP also works closely with primary care, human resources, and finance to ensure 
organizational alignment related to key initiatives and stakeholder engagement.  

Over sixty percent of CRHC patients reside below the poverty level and sixty percent need services in a language 
other than English. CRHC values caring for every individual with dignity, respect, and compassion, reducing cultural, 
financial, and other barriers to care and eliminating health care disparities for all patients. In addition, advocacy for 
patients, the community and public health causes are all critical aspects of the mission.   

 “To improve the health and wellbeing of the communities of Allston, Brighton, Waltham, and the surrounding 
areas by providing quality, compassionate, coordinated care that is patient centered, family friendly and 
community focused. 

Charles River Community Health Mission 

As a Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH), CRHC is committed to providing patients with timely access to the 
right care, at the right place and at the right time, collaborating with other organizations to connect patients with 
a comprehensive range of services and provide continuity of care, and creating new community partnerships to 
meet the changing needs of patients and the community. For further information on CRHC and their award-
winning approach to care, please visit www.charlesriverhealth.org  
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The Position  

Scope of the Vice President of Operations:     

 Provides strong, hands-on, on-site operational support to primary care and affiliated services with a 
focus on ensuring providers have what they need to care for patients in an efficient and effective 
manner. 

 Fosters effective and transparent communication between staff within and across departments to 
ensure staff are clear on goals and expectations. 

 Ensures operations areas are following standard policies, procedures, and protocols, and supports 
creation and adoption of new policies as needed by leading KPI and metric development and tracking 
for all roles/departments.   

 Assists staff with finding creative solutions to address key operational issues that are swift, effective, 
and within budget targets. 

 In conjunction with the Chief Clinical Officer, works to enhance provider efficiency and resolve clinic-
related issues directly hands on.  

 Works with senior leadership team members to discuss resources and support needed to facilitate 
effective operations and follows chain of command in securing needed resources. 

 Provides a strong day-to-day on-site leadership presence for all staff, supports an open-door policy 
among all staff that models WE ARE ONE TEAM management philosophy, and is part of the solution on 
a day-to-day basis. 

 Implements and/or fixes existing tools so they are effective and improve operational efficiency and 
control costs. 

 Understands financial performance of operations-related departments. Clearly communicates budget 
goals and expectations to staff; monitors performance and pro-actively manages expenses and 
identifies creative solutions to budget challenges. 

 Leads the risk management and compliance program at CRCH, and puts in place plans, training and 
actions to ensure continuous compliance and risk mitigation for all aspects of the organization. 

 Overseas operations-related aspects of value-based payment programs in which the Health Center 
participates. Ensures operations workflows, systems, structure, and resources are in place to allow 
Health Center to meet or exceed quality and financial value-based program metrics. 

 Ensures resources and changes are put in place to support medical staff in meeting value-based 
program metrics based on direction from medical leadership. 

 Monitors service performance and patient experience data and enacts swift, effective data-driven 
change to improve performance and meet patient satisfaction, patient access, quality, and budget 
goals. 

 Ensures effective procedures and controls within oversight areas/departments to promote 
communication and adequate information flow between Senior Leadership, Operations, and other 
departments. 

 Updates and maintains operating policies consistent with the CEO’s overall policies and objectives and 
ensures their adequate execution and reports results to the CEO. 

 Ensures activities and operations are performed in compliance with local, state, and federal regulations 
and laws governing business operations, and meet DPH clinic licensure, NCQA Medical Home 
accreditation, HRSA FQHC program requirements, and other regulatory and/or funding requirements. 

 Attends senior leadership and board meetings.  
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 Ensures compliance and completion of deliverables for grants that fund operations-related programs 
and staff. 

 Performs other related duties as required by CEO and/or designees. 

 
The Candidate 

The ideal candidate will possess a master’s degree in Business Administration, Health Administration, Public 
Health, or related field. S/he will bring 5-7 years of operational experience to the position, ideally in an FQHC 
or similar setting. Progressive, assigned responsibilities will be important, as this is an opportunity for 
continued growth and professional advancement.  

Leadership Competencies  

 Results-proven track record of hands-on problem solving and management of teams resulting in meeting or 
exceeding operational goals required. 

 Demonstrated ability to balance the delivery of programs against the realities of a budget required. 
 Builds cooperative relationships and alliances throughout the organization. Can effectively 

communicate to multiple constituents including key stakeholders, subordinates, superiors, and 
peers. 

 Understands complex people and organizational issues and develop solutions that effectively 
address the problem. 

 Demonstrated ability to consistently make good decisions through a combination of data driven analysis, 
experience, and judgment required. 

 Demonstrated experience managing with transparent communication that aligns staff with organization 
goals and senior leadership team messaging required. 

 Ability to revamp or create protocols and streamline departmental processes to ensure the organization 
runs smoothly required. 

 Ability to “roll up your sleeves” and do whatever it takes to deliver on the mission of the organization. 
 Experience leading and inspiring others to new levels of effectiveness and operational impact required. 
 Ability to multi-task, prioritize workload, and determine needs versus wants in a fast-paced environment 

required. 
 Knowledge of various practice management models, with the ability to creatively solve problems and 

develop practical solutions required. 
 Experienced with or strong interest in commitment to addressing health care needs of low income and 

disadvantaged populations and addressing health disparities required. 
 Skilled in excellent communication and relationship development with both internal and external 

constituents required. 
 Interpersonal talents to establish rapport with individuals of diverse backgrounds required. 

In addition, the selected candidate will: 

 Present as an inspirational, accountable, and creative leader.  
 Possess excellent communication skills-oral and written.  
 Be comfortable operating in an environment where care is coordinated and delivered by a multi-disciplinary 

team, including MD’s, RN’s, APP’s, MA’s and all support staff. 
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 Embrace diversity of opinion and be fair minded in their approach to problem solving.  
 Be adept at leading and mentoring through change management and possess the skills and to work through 

difficult conversations.  

 
The Location 

Brighton, MA 

Brighton is a dissolved municipality and current neighborhood of Boston. Named after the town of Brighton 
in England, for the first 160 years Brighton was part of Cambridge and was known as “Little Cambridge.” 
Separated from Cambridge in 1807 after a bridge dispute, it was later annexed to Boston in 1874. It is now a 
thriving and large community, jointly with the adjacent neighborhood of Allston. Its population is 
predominately Caucasian and Asian, with a smaller number of Latinos and African Americans also in 
residence. Diverse in nature, Brighton is a haven for the many students who descend upon Boston annually 
and is renowned as a welcoming home to immigrants, who for many decades have made Brighton their 
Boston home. 

Waltham, MA  

Waltham is a city located 11 miles from Boston. With a rich history as an early center for the labor movement 
as well as a major contributor to the American Industrial Revolution, Waltham was the original home of the 
Boston Manufacturing Company. The city was a prototype for the 19th century industrial city planning, 
spawning what became known as the Waltham-Lowell system of labor and production. The city is now a 
center for research and education, home to Brandeis University and Bentley University. As of 2010 census, the 
population was 60,636, with 24% being outside of the United States, primarily in India or Guatemala. 

Waltham is commonly referred to as Watch City because of its association with the watch industry. Waltham 
Watch Company opened its factory in 854 and was the first company to makes watches on an assembly line. 
It won the gold medal is 1876 at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. The company produced over 35 
million watches, clocks, and instruments before it closed in 1957. 

 

Critical Success Factors 

Within the first 12 months of hire, the new Vice President of Operations will be charged with specific goals and 
objectives that s/he must meet to be successful.  

The Vice President will:    

 Consistently meet or exceed Call Center KPIs and put in place a long-term plan to ensure call center 
operations stability, and excellent customer service. 

 Ensure smooth operation of all COVID vaccine clinics, and work with Chief Clinical Officer to 
determine how COVID-related care and operations will transition and be incorporated into primary 
care after the emergency declaration has ended. 

 Hire a manager to conduct risk management and compliance work and put in place a long term place 
to ensure continuous compliance and minimize organizational risk. 

 Critically assess staffing and structure in all operations departments and recruit and retain high 
performing staff who are engaged to consistently meet patient, provider and organizational goals. 

 Demonstrate his or her abilities as a relationship person and build sustainable relationships across 
the organization and communities CRCH serves that are honest, transparent, and work to support 
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CRCH’s strategic priorities and business objectives S/he will be comfortable working as part of a 
team and within a culture that is humble and respectful, but also possess the self-confidence to work 
alongside a diverse group of people and personalities to drive defined organizational goals. 

 Bring a keen understanding of the business of medicine-so that in alignment with CRCH’s mission, 
values, and culture. S/he will drive important changes to support continued financial viability, growth, 
in addition to potentially an expansion of services in the future.  

 Ensure that his/her team is operating at a full complement in terms of recruitment and foster a stable 
and supportive environment to assure retention and stability.  

 

Compensation  

A compensation package will be constructed commensurate with the background and experience of the selected 
candidate and includes a comprehensive benefits program. Most significant is the opportunity to assume a key 
leadership role in a critical community organization renowned for its delivery of quality patient care and its 
compassionate approach to treating an underserved patient population with dignity and respect.  

 

For More Information 
We welcome and appreciate referrals. Interested parties should send resume and cover letter to CRCH-VPOps-
2330@zurickdavis.com. For additional questions, please contact Ellen Mahoney at 781.938.1975. All contact with our 
office will remain confidential. 
 

Charles River Community Health Center an Equal Opportunity Employer. 


